
Editorial Alma
9788417430061
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$11.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Fiction  /  Classics
Series: Clásicos ilustrados

8.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

El profeta
Kahlil Gibran

Contributor Bio
Kahlil Gibran is also the author of The Prophet, Spirits Rebellious, Broken Wings, The Madman, and The Son
of Man.

Summary
A book that has touched many people very deeply since it was published in 1923, La profeta captures the
teachings of Kahlil Gibran in a comforting story that succinctly touches on everyday topics like love, joy,
sorrow, freedom, pain, and beauty. These two stories, which are recognized as the authors masterpiece,
invites us to reflect on essential themes of humanity. This contemplative style of the narration will captivate
the reader.

Libros del Asteroide
9788417007584
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$16.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 52
Fiction  /  Literary
Series: Trilogía A contraluz

8 in H | 5 in W

Prestigio
Rachel Cusk, Catalina Martínez Muñoz

Contributor Bio
Rachel Cusk is a writer based in the United Kingdom. Her books include Saving Agnes, winner of the
Whitbread First Novel Award, and The Country Life, which won a Somerset Maugham Award. She was chosen
as one of Granta’s 2003 Best of Young British Novelists.

Summary
In this conclusion of her unprecedented literary project, Rachel Cusk explores the internal structures of human
nature, questioning concepts such as family, love and art—but at the center is suffering and its meaning in
our lives.
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Editorial Alma
9788417430320
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$21.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

592 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Fiction  /  Classics
Series: Clásicos ilustrados

8.5 in H | 6 in W | 1.6 in T |
2.3 lb Wt

Jane Eyre
Charlotte Brontë

Contributor Bio
Charlotte Bronte is a well-known author. She attended a boarding school that was the inspiration behind
Jane Eyre. Unfortunately, the terrible conditions there led her to contract tuberculosis.

Summary
We find ourselves with a novel that was ahead of its time, both in the narrative and the theme, a work that
transcends romanticism to enter autobiographical and ideological territories. The character of Jane Eyre is the
portrait of a woman who fights to be recognized as valuable as anyone else. This message is now more valid
than ever.

Editorial Alma
9788417430290
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$15.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Fiction  /  Classics
Series: Clásicos ilustrados

8.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

El retrato de Dorian Gray
Oscar Wilde

Contributor Bio
Oscar Wilde was a playwright, poet, and novelist. He studied at Trinity College and Magdalen College in
Oxford. He is best known for his novel The Picture of Dorian Gray, and his plays The Importance of Being
Earnest, An Ideal Husband, and Women of No Importance.

Summary
El retrato de Dorian Gray stands out not only because it is the only novel by Oscar Wilde but because it is his
most lasting work. The misadventures of Dorian Gray, a paradigmatic and witty dandy obsessed with the
ephemeral and a panic at the thought of aging, gives us great and absorbent twists and turns that had never
been given to a novel before.
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Editorial Alma
9788417430467
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$10.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Fiction  /  Classics
Series: Clásicos ilustrados

8.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

El extraño caso de Dr. Jekyll y Mr. Hyde
Robert L. Stevenson

Contributor Bio
Robert Louis Stevenson is a writer who is best known for his fantastic novels and adventures, in which good
and evil are always compared, by way of moral allegory to serve mystery and adventure.

Summary
Robert Louis Stevenson was one of the giants of the adventure novel, but he was also one of the great
connoisseurs of human mentality, which is why he would sooner or later write an everlasting classic like El
extraño caso del doctor Jekyll y el señor Hyde. As a lucid witness to the Industrial Revolution in the United
Kingdom, Stevenson reflects on the limits of methods and the scientific ethics, and above all, in an absorbent
and unforgettable manner, the duality between good and bad.

Combel Editorial
9788491014072
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$15.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

28 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Fiction  /  Bedtime &
Dreams

10.8 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.4 in
T | 0.9 lb Wt

El cuento de la noche
Laurence Gillot, Marc Boutavant, Philippe Thomine

Contributor Bio
Laurence Gillot is a French journalist and author specialized in children's literature. Marc Boutavant is a
French graphic artist, illustrator, and comic book author who has illustrated many children's books.

Summary
Learn about bedtime routines with this illustrated story. It includes glow-in-the-dark stars so children can
decorate their room with a starry sky.
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Combel Editorial
9788491013877
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$13.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

22 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Careers

7.3 in H | 7.3 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

Cuando sea mayor seré...
Carles Ballesteros, Combel Editorial

Contributor Bio
Carles Ballesteros is a Catalan artist and illustrator who also teaches illustration courses. He holds a degree
from EINA.

Summary
What do you want to be when you grow up? Learn about different jobs through a fun guessing game. Look at
the pictures, lift up the flaps, and guess what each of the children want to be when they're older.

Combel Editorial
9788491013594
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$25.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

18 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
Series: ¡Mira qué artista!

12 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

Leonardo da Vinci
Patricia Geis

Contributor Bio
Patricia Geis is a graphic designer, an illustrator, and the author of many children’s books, including ¡A comer
sano!, ¡A lavarse los dientes!, ¡En marcha!, numerous installments of the Buenos hábitos series, the Buenos
modales series, the Mi ciudad series, and the Niños y niñas del mundo series.

Summary
Leonardo da Vinci is considered one of the most brilliant people of all time. He worked in areas such as
painting, sculpture, architecture, engineering, anatomy, and literature. To commemorate the 500th
anniversary of his death, this pop-up book includes plenty of movable works of art, flaps, and tabs to let
young readers discover da Vinci's life and works.
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Combel Editorial
9788491013990
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$23.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Board Book

22 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And
Under
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Concepts

9.8 in H | 9.8 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

Mi imaginario básico al dedillo
Xavier Deneux

Contributor Bio
Xavier Deneux is a well-known French illustrator who specializes in children's books and introducing concepts
through images. His books include ABC-Book and Todo a punto.

Summary
Young children can learn to recognize shapes, colors, numbers, and opposites through the objects in the world
around them. This collection of more than 40 textures and 120 words is a fun and interactive way for children
to develop their vocabulary.

Contra
9788494858390
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$27.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Entertainment &
Performing Arts

8.8 in H | 6 in W

La chica del tatuaje encima del culo
Amy Schumer

Contributor Bio
Amy Schumer is an influential American comedian, actor, director, and producer. Her bombastic television
program, Inside Amy Schumer, has won a Peabody Award, a Critics’ Choice Award, and two Primetime Emmy
Awards. She starred in Snatched and Trainwreck, the latter of which she also co-wrote. As a comedian, she
won a 2016 Pollstar Award for the comedy tour of the year. Trainwreck was nominated for a Golden Globe and
earned Schumer a Critics’ Choice Award for best actress in a comedy and a Hollywood Film Award for comedy
of the year.

Summary
Amy Schumer took the American stand-up comedy scene by storm with her provocative, biting humor after
finishing fourth on NBC’s Last Comic Standing. Her success came after years on the stage at obscure New
York nightclubs and exhausting tours. Uniquely caustic and sharp-tongued, her irreverent and scatological
humor has reinvented open-mic comedy. In The Girl with the Lower Back Tattoo, which has been a
number-one New York Times bestseller, Schumer’s collection of vignettes detail her ascent to fame, full of
challenges and setbacks, but also key moments in her life. She tells of her relationship with her manipulative
and unstable mother, her father’s sudden degenerative illness, her relationships—with lovers, but also with
stuffed animals, her children (food, or perhaps wine), and phobias (gyms, strong and silent types). Schumer
has starred in movies like Snatched, I Feel Pretty, and Trainwreck. She is the creator of Comedy Central’s
Emmy Award-winning Inside Amy Schumer.
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Malpaso Editorial
9788416938391
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$15.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Political Science  /  Essays

8.3 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Escritos preliminares de la riqueza de las naciones
Adam Smith

Contributor Bio
Adam Smith was a Scottish philosopher and economist. He is considered one of the greatest Enlightenment
theorists and the father of modern economics. His reflections spanned such diverse areas as economic theory,
moral philosophy, rhetoric, and literary criticism.

Summary
The introductory study to this classic text offers several ways to interpret the text and Smith’s thought as a
whole, demonstrating that many of the author’s reflections on philosophical anthropology, centered on human
nature, remain relevant to fundamental problems in economics, ethics, and politics.

Malpaso Editorial
9788415850618
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$17.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

120 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Comics & Graphic Novels

9.3 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.3 lb Wt

La última aventura
Josep Busquet, Javi de Castro

Contributor Bio
Josep Busquet is a Catalan comic book author. His books include La revolución de los pinceles, Arquitectura
para principiantes, and Jirón negro. He also translated Klaus Goldkey’s Krpkruett into Spanish. Javi de Castro
is a Spanish artist and illustrator. He is the author of Ilustrofobia and Sandía para cenar. He won the Best
Newcomer award at the 2016 Saló del Còmic in Barcelona.

Summary
Enter the inhospitable jungle, search for lost treasures, discover new civilizations, fight against great danger!
What child hasn’t dreamed of having adventures together with their hero? But Nick Rivers has actually done
it. Since childhood, he’s been obsessed with adventures and has collected objects belonging to his idols. After
convincing them to follow him, he’ll take us all into unexpected world where nothing is as it seems and
anything could happen.
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Malpaso Editorial
9788494027819
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$17.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Comics & Graphic Novels

9.3 in H | 6.5 in W

Puntos de experiencia
Josep Busquet, Pere Mejan

Contributor Bio
Josep Busquet is a Catalan comic book author. His books include La revolución de los pinceles, Arquitectura
para principiantes, and Jirón negro. He also translated Klaus Goldkey’s Krpkruett into Spanish. Pere Mean is
a Catalan comic book artist and illustrator. His work includes Fargons & Gargons, El extraño caso del doctor
Jekyll y el señor Hyde, and La revolución de los pinceles, for which he won the Best Newcomer award at the
2009 Saló del Còmic in Barcelona.

Summary
Life is a game played without dice or character sheets. After his divorce, Alberto feels bitter, alone, and
distant from his daughters, until he reconnects with the childhood friends he grew up playing role-playing
games with. Through the games, Alberto gets to know himself again as the person he’s always been.

Malpaso Editorial
9788415850212
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$17.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

80 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Comics & Graphic Novels  / 
Crime & Mystery

10.8 in H | 7.5 in W

Nasty Pills
Massacre Massacre

Contributor Bio
Massacre is the pseudonym of Alejandro Miguel de Hoyos. He is a Spanish comic book author and artist
whose work is typically dark and centered on antiheroes and violence. He is the author of To Kill the Assassin,
The Empty Inside, and Happy Days.

Summary
A woman kills her husband and then commits suicide. Years later, another woman enters a Mafia spot armed
to the teeth and begins shooting at everything that moves. No one know what she wants, but they know
she’s a skillful shot and that she has the kind of superhuman agility that only some designer drugs can offer.
Her name is May Campbell, and while she might act with the determination of a wild beast, her motivations
are very human. She has a plan and she’s not going to let anyone stop her...
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Malpaso Editorial
9788417294243
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$27.00 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Comics & Graphic Novels  / 
Superheroes

10 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.9 in T
| 2.3 lb Wt

Joe Shuster
Una historia a la sombra de Superman
Julian Voloj, Thomas Campi

Contributor Bio
Julian Voloj is a German-born writer and photographer. He is the author of Ghetto Brother, which was named
one of Booklist’s top 10 graphic novels of 2016. Thomas Campi is an Italian artist whose work has been
published in many different countries. He has been granted a Distinguished Talent Visa by the Australian
government.

Summary
The story of how Joe Shuster and Jerry Siegel created the Superman character in the late 1930s can’t be
understood without the exploitation, deceit, and rights theft that came with it. This tale is inspired by real
events in the creators’ lives, made possible by the author’s incredibly thorough research and documentation.

Malpaso Editorial
9788417081195
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$27.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

640 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Literary

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.6 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

Palabra de Lorca
Declaraciones y entrevistas completas
Federico García Lorca

Contributor Bio
Federico Garcia Lorca is among Spain’s best-known authors. He was a popular member of the Generation of
‘27 and an avid supporter of Republican Spain. One month after the coup that led to the Spanish Civil War, he
was assassinated by a group of Francoists. His books include Romancero Gitano, Poeta en Nueva York, and La
casa de Bernarda Alba.

Summary
While Federico García Lorca’s poetry and plays are well known, this is the first comprehensive, unabridged
collection of his known interviews, including those that were published after his death. The book also includes
a collection of never-before-seen or previously hard-to-access photographs.
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Malpaso Editorial
9788416507641
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$19.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 1
Comics & Graphic Novels  / 
Contemporary Women

10.5 in H | 7.5 in W

Valerosas
Pénélope Bagieu

Contributor Bio
Pénélope Bagieu is a French illustrator and graphic artist. Her books include Exquisite Corpse, for which she
won the SCNF Prize from the Angoulême International Comics Festival in 2011, and Josephine. In 2013, she
was conferred with the distinction of Knight of the Order of Arts and Letters by the French government.

Summary
These scientists, actresses, and activists are all brave, daring, and self-assured women who fought to achieve
their dreams and get ahead in the time they lived in. Just a few examples are Wu Zetian, a Chinese empress
who created a precursor to modern labor laws; Margaret Hamilton, a Hollywood actress who specialized in evil
characters; and Agnodice, a Greek gynecologist who had to dress as a man in order to do her work.

Malpaso Editorial
9788417081546
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$24.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Social Science  / 
Anthropology

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 1.9 lb Wt

Geografía de la locura
en busca del pene perdido y otros delirios colectivos
Frank Bures

Contributor Bio
Frank Bures is an American writer and journalist. His articles and stories have appeared in Harper’s,
Lapham’s Quarterly, and The New Republic, and have been included in anthologies such as Best American
Travel Writing and Best American Sports Writing. The Geography of Madness is his first book.

Summary
From voodoo to the Southeast Asian phenomenon of involuntary jerky dances and movements known as
Latah, this book presents a journey around the world through culture-bound syndromes and an extraordinary
history of all the strange things we believe in. Far from restricted to “primitive” or remote cultures, belief in
the supernatural also filters through the many cracks in contemporary reason. Frank Bures has constructed a
complex, subtle, and fascinating reflection on the fictions that define us as a species.
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Malpaso Editorial
9788417081461
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$24.00 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

260 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Fiction  /  Family Life

8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Los desterrados
Kamila Shamsie

Contributor Bio
Kamila Shamsie is a British author. She is a member of the Royal Society of Literature and appears on the
Granta list for the Best of Young British Novelists. Her novel Home Fire was longlisted for the Man Booker
Prize in 2017.

Summary
Isma is finally free: after years taking care of her twin brothers since her mother’s death, her dream of
studying in the United States has come true. But she can’t stop worrying about her sister Aneeka, as beautiful
as she is stubborn; her brother Parvaiz, who has made her worst nightmare come true and left London to join
ISIS; and her father, an infamous jihadist. Then Eamonn, the privileged son of a powerful British politician,
appears in her life, and soon the fates of both families becomes inextricably, terribly linked. Home Fire deals
with topical themes of civil disobedience, loyalty, and legality in its quest to respond to the question, What
would you be willing to sacrifice for love?

Oceano
9786075276861
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$16.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

356 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  / 
Motivational

9 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.9 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Dar el salto
Cuando tu empleo no es la vida que quieres
Mike Lewis

Contributor Bio
Mike Lewis worked at Bain Capital before chasing his dream of playing professional squash. He is the
founder and CEO of When to Jump, a global community of people who have left one path to pursue a very
different one. He lives in San Francisco.

Summary
When is the right time to move from work that is comfortable to a career you have only dared to dream of?
How have other people made such a jump? What did they feel when making that jump ? and afterward? The
right book at the right time, When to Jump offers more than forty heartening stories (from the founder of
Bonobos, the designer of the Lyft logo, the Humans of New York creator, and many more) and takeaways that
will inspire, instruct, and reassure, including the ingenious four-phase Jump Curve.
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Editorial Oceano de Mexico
9786075276304
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$8.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Self-Help  /  Fashion & Style

8.5 in H | 6.8 in W

El poder de tu belleza
Lucy Lara

Contributor Bio
Lucy Lara studied communication at the University Iberoamericana as well as Fashion Design at the Fashion
Institute of Design and Merchandising in California. She has been a columnist, editor, and director of various
fashion magazines. She is currently the editor of Glamour in Mexico and Latin America and coauthor of El
poder de la ropa, with Antonio González de Cosío.

Summary
Being pretty is not everything, the image we project to the world is made up of various aspects such as
personality, intelligence, and self-esteem. In El poder de la belleza, Lucy Lara invites readers to embark on a
quest of physical and psychological well-being to build upon interior beauty. This is a comprehensive guide
that explains the importance of accepting ourselves to exploit our potential, because learning to be attractive
plays a role in harmful behaviors such as obsessions of being perfect.

Ediciones Lea
9789877186031
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$9.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 80
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction  /  Short
Stories
Series: La brújula y la veleta

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.1 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

El sombrero del muerto y otros cuentos extraños
Franco Vaccarini

Contributor Bio
Franco Vaccarini is one of Argentina's most renowned authors. He is the author of more than 80 novels in
various genres.

Summary
A Komodo dragon hidden under the kitchen table, a monster named Anfibio that devours the locals, and a
rare artifact that serves as a poet's muse are some of the strange stories in this collection. This anthology
combines humor, fantasy, and horror, resulting in a book with touches of mystery and suspense that blurs the
line between reality and fantasy.
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Ediciones Lea
9789877185966
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$12.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 46
Fiction  /  Classics
Series: La brújula y la veleta

11 in H | 8 in W

El paraíso de los gatos
Martina Matteucci

Contributor Bio
Martina Matteucci is an illustrator and professional animator with extensive experience in design and
character development for video games.

Summary
This fable about the lives of cats raises an interesting discussion. Should we live by the “safety first” motto?
Or are there other things that are perhaps more worthwhile, such as the search for adventure? The
protagonist of this story tells us of his adventures and experiences and leaves the questions up to the reader
to decide.

Ediciones Lea
9789877186017
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$9.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  History
Series: La brújula y la veleta

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W

La conquista española de America contada para niños
Ramón Tarruella

Contributor Bio
Ramón D. Tarruella works as a teacher in a secondary school and coordinates writing workshops. He has
worked in journalism, national newspapers, and cultural and general interest magazines.

Summary
In a moment of history, many centuries ago, the kings of Spain decided to conquer and appropriate part of
our continent. They went ahead of the other European crowns to reach America first and take over the
territories they crossed. For them, it was a great discovery. For the original inhabitants, it was an invasion.
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Ediciones Lea
9789877186024
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$9.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 9 to 12, Grades 4 to 7
Juvenile Fiction  /  Horror
Series: La brújula y la veleta

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W

El almohadón de plumas y otros cuentos de terror
Horacio Quiroga

Contributor Bio
Horacio Quiroga worked as a journalist, professor, author, and photographer. He is also the author of
Cuentos de amor, de locura y de muerte.

Summary
A careful selection of the best horror stories from one of the masters of the genre: Horacio Quiroga. Readers
ages 9-12 will be delighted by these stories that combines reality with fantasy, resulting in great storylines
and surprising endings.

Oceano
9786075277066
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$19.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

504 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Fiction  /  Fantasy

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.1 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Quién teme a la muerte
Nnedi Okorafor

Contributor Bio
Nnedi Okorafor is an internationally awarded author of science fiction, fantasy, and magical realism located
in Africa for children and adults. Born in the United States of Nigerian immigrant parents, she weaves African
culture throughout her work. She is also the author of the Binti trilogy, Akata Witch, Akata Warrior, among
others.

Summary
In a post-apocalyptic Africa, the world has changed in many ways, yet in one region genocide between tribes
still bloodies the land. A woman who has survived the annihilation of her village and a terrible rape wanders
into the desert, hoping to die. Instead, she gives birth to an angry baby girl with hair and skin the color of
sand. It doesn't take long for Onye to understand that she is physically and socially marked by the
circumstances of her conception. She is Ewu—a child of rape who is expected to live a life of violence, a
half-breed rejected by her community. But Onye is not the average Ewu.
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Ediciones Lea
9789877185676
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$9.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 100
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction  /  Classics
Series: La brújula y la veleta

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.2 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Robinson Crusoe
Lito Ferrán

Contributor Bio
Lito Ferrán is a teacher and a children’s book author.

Summary
From a very young age, Robinson Crusoe could not hide his passion for the sea and adventures. Ignoring the
good advice of his father, he escapes from his home to embark on an adventure. He encounters various
misfortunes such as spending years as a slave of a pirate, yet despite this he still embarks on a second
journey that leads him to live on a desert island for 28 years.

Oceano
9786075277301
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$12.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

220 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Self-Help  /  Creativity

9 in H | 6.3 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

El poder del asombro
Sal de tu zona de confort y aprovecha tu potencial creativo
Amber Rae

Contributor Bio
Amber Rae is an author, graphic artist, and speaker whose work is an invitation to serve your own truth,
celebrate your emotions, and express your talents. Her writings have reached over 5 million people in 195
countries. Artistically, she has collaborated with companies such as Kate Spade, Apple, Amazon, and
Lululemon. She’s appeared on television networks like ABC, BBC, and in publications such as The New York
Times. She is the founder of The Bold Academy. She lives in Brooklyn, New York.

Summary
We are all born with an invaluable gift: our capacity for amazement and wonder. Life, however, teaches us to
ignore this and instead listen to another voice: that of preoccupation, that tells us that we don’t do things well
enough or that we lack intelligence to succeed. El poder del asombro is an invitation to face your fears, wake
up to your truth, and find the root of what prevents you from succeeding. From her resilient story, Amber Rae
teaches you to connect with your own power of wonder.
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Ediciones Lea
9789877185669
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$9.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 76
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction  /  Action &
Adventure
Series: La brújula y la veleta

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.2 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

Veinte mil leguas de viaje submarino
Jules Verne

Contributor Bio
Jules Verne was a renowned French author of science fiction.

Summary
A sea monster has set off all the alarms and an expedition is organized to capture the creature. The
professors on the mission are surprised to find that the sea monster is a submarine under the command of
Captain Nemo. The arrival of these professors and their assistants poses a challenge for Captain Nemo, as he
must keep his secret safe.

Ediciones Lea
9789877186000
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$9.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Biography & Autobiography
Series: La brújula y la veleta

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.2 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

La epopeya de San Martin contada para niños
Norma Santos

Contributor Bio
Norma Santos is a history professor. She has worked in secondary and higher education institutions
throughout her career and specializes in Argentinian history.

Summary
In most history books, Saint Martin is portrayed as the Great Captain, the Liberator of America, the Father of
the Fatherland. This doesn’t take into consideration that he was just an ordinary man until he did something
extraordinary. Historians tell the story in an important and solemn way, which is why this book intends to
present Saint Martin in a new light, looking closer at his passions and the betrayals he had to face.
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Editorial Oceano de Mexico
9786075277738
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$19.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

476 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction  /  Horror

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.1 in T |
1.1 lb Wt

Un hombre malo
Dathan Auerbach

Contributor Bio
Dathan Auerbach was born in the southern U.S. and has lived there for most of his life. In 2011, he began
posting a series of stories to a forum dedicated to horror. After a KickStarter that raised over 100% of its
goal, he was able to release the revised and expanded versions of his story as the novel "Penpal." He lives in
Florida.

Summary
One day, in a small town in Florida, a teenager goes to the supermarket with his three-year-old brother.
Everything seems normal until the child disappears. Five years later, without any discovery and the family
undone, Ben decides to work at the same store where his brother disappeared. Little by little he begins to find
tracks left behind by dark characters with unrecognizable features and foul odors. He can feel that something
is wrong there. The store has much to tell him, so he keeps searching while missing the most important
message of all. That he should have stopped looking.

Ediciones Lea
9789877185652
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$9.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 80
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  History
Series: La brújula y la veleta

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.2 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Leyendas mapuches contadas para niños
Diego Remussi

Contributor Bio
Diego Remussi is a professor of language and literature. He holds a graduate degree in Latin American
literature from the University of Maryland. He is the author of several children’s books, including Los cuentos
que sabe la estatua and Leyendas de los pueblos originarios.

Summary
The Mapuches established themselves in the eleventh century in what is now Argentina and Chile. Their
literature is very rich and oral in nature, which highlights the legends that speak of their Gods, beliefs,
customs, and stories of their encounters with enemies.
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Gran Travesia
9786075275109
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$18.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

548 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Ages 9 to 12, Grades 4 to 7
Juvenile Fiction  /  Fantasy &
Magic

8.8 in H | 5.5 in W | 1.4 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

Magia de ensueño
Joshua Khan

Contributor Bio
Joshua Khan is a British author of science fiction novels. He is also the author of Shadow Magic and Burning
Magic.

Summary
Lilith Sombra, princess of the darkness and ruler of Castillo Penumbra, has begun her training in the dark arts
and necromancy with her father's ghost. But peace is far from real in Gehenna, where the inhabitants are
besieged by a multitude of undead who refuse to return to their graves, and where the people of nearby
villages have begun to disappear under mysterious circumstances.

Gran Travesia
9786075276335
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$12.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

252 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Ages 9 to 12, Grades 4 to 7
Juvenile Fiction  /  Social
Themes

8.8 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

J.J. Sánchez y el cocodrilo que lloró de noche
Mónica Beltrán Brozon

Contributor Bio
Mónica Beltrán Brozon is a graduate of the School of Creative Writing of SOGEM. She has written more than
25 books and has received multiple awards, such as El Barco de Vapor and Juan de La Cabada prizes for best
Children’s Literature. Among her most recognized works are Casi medio año, Historia sobre un corazón roto…
y tal vez un par de colmillos, and Vengadora.

Summary
Recently disembarked in Chiapas, and after befriending a funny traveler and a Spanish writer, J.J. was
kidnapped by a blonde foreigner everyone calls “the English”. Little did he know this rapture would unveil the
dark surprise behind the disappearance of his mother. J.J. doesn’t care about the details—he just wants his
mom, and he’s getting closer and closer to finding her.
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Océano Historias gráficas
9786075276151
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$11.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

152 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Ages 9 to 12, Grades 4 to 7
Juvenile Fiction  /  Comics &
Graphic Novels

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Más allá de las ciudades
Alejandra Gamez

Contributor Bio
Alejandra Gámez is an illustrator and author of the popular comic series The Mountain with Teeth, which
she’s written since 2013. She launched a crowdfunding campaign to publish a collection of her work, which
reached its goal within 2 hours. This is her first graphic novel.

Summary
Lina spends her days asking why she is in this giant building in the middle of nowhere. In this place, every
morning a strange instinct leads a different person to throw themselves from the roof. However, without fail, a
group of birds come to catch them and whisk them away on a new adventure. Lina reflects on the moment
she had to do it, and how her friend left in that way. This fantasy novel is filled with hope and adventure.

Editorial Oceano de Mexico
9786075277646
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$12.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

152 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction  /  Comics &
Graphic Novels

8.8 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Habla María
Una novela gráfica sobre el autismo
Bernardo Fernández

Contributor Bio
Bernardo Fernández, aka Bef, is a writer and graphic designer. He has published the novels Ojos de lagarto,
Gel azul, Tiempo de alacranes (which won the Mexican novel prize Otra Vuelta de Tuerca and the Memorial
Silverio Cañada prize for best first crime novel), and the graphic novels Monorama 1 and Monorama 2. His
works have been translated into many languages.

Summary
In this endearing novel, there are two voices. One of that of Bef, which tells of a personal path many people
who work with children with special needs will relate to. The other is of María, who speaks with the power and
beauty of an unknown instrument. You just must learn to listen.
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El lado oscuro
9786075276571
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$10.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 7 to 9, Grades 2 to 4
Juvenile Fiction  /  Comics &
Graphic Novels

9.3 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

La Ilíada y la Odisea
Según Homero
Soledad Bravi

Contributor Bio
Soledad Bravi holds a degree in graphic arts and has worked as an artistic director for advertising
campaigns. She is currently the author and illustrator of various books and illustrates for the French magazine
Elle.

Summary
In this volume, Soledad Bravi presents a hilarious version of two classics in a comic book format. Her
illustrations of the well-known characters of the two epics show humor and a fresh perspective. This version is
ideal for a first look at Homer's works.

Cinco Tintas
9788416407552
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$19.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Body, Mind & Spirit  / 
Spiritualism

7 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.9 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Magia para el día a día
Rituales, hechizos y pociones para una vida mejor
Semra Haksever

Contributor Bio
Semra Haksever was a fashion stylist for over a decade before becoming a bohemian entrepreneur and
starting Mama Moon, a bespoke collection of magical scented candles and potions. She has practiced reiki,
crystal therapy and moon rituals for over 20 years.

Summary
In this book, Semra Haksever will teach readers how to channel their inner power, make positive changes in
their lives, cleanse, heal, and embrace a little more spirituality. They will also learn how to make bespoke
spells, construct an altar, create manifestations, moon rituals, gratitude meditations, and more. When you are
happy and positive on the inside, it makes you glow on the outside, and Everyday Magic will help you do just
that.
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Cinco Tintas
9788416407576
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$16.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Cooking  /  Beverages

7.8 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.8 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Tequila
Más de 40 recetas para los amantes del tequila
Dan Jones

Contributor Bio
Dan Jones is one of the most prolific cocktail creators in the world, and he is also a writer and editor. He has
contributed to various publications, from I-D to Time Out. He loves working on cocktails at home and trying
new recipes. His favorite is the Dirty Martini.

Summary
In Tequila Dan Jones presents the readers with multiple ways to taste the Mexican liquor with excellence.
Shot glasses are optional. Starting with the basics for your home bar, and following with the best tequila-
makers on the planet, you'll be shopping for your tequila kit like a pro. Like a fine whiskey, tequila should be
sipped, savored and enjoyed. With this in mind, Dan has curated over 40 tequila recipes for the home
mixologist.

Cinco Tintas
9788416407569
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$31.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Cooking  /  Beverages

9.3 in H | 6.8 in W | 1 in T |
1.7 lb Wt

El libro del vermut
Un barman y un enólogo celebran el aperitivo más bebido del mundo
Shaun Byrne, Gilles Lapalus

Contributor Bio
Shaun Byrne has developed his love and understanding of the beverage industry through a rich career at
some of Australia’s best bars. It was while managing Melbourne institution Gin Palace that he met Gilles
Lapalus, leading them to establish the boutique Australian vermouth brand Maidenii. Gilles Lapalus is third
generation of a wine-producing family from the Cluny region of Burgundy, Gilles embarked on a prestigious
wine making career that has taken him across three decades to the French regions of Burgundy, Languedoc,
Medoc, and Beaujolais, and further afield to Tuscany, Campania, Chili and Australia.

Summary
El libro del vermut offers a complete guide to the essential aspects of this drink, including grape varieties,
production, and the key ingredients to make it. Readers will also lean different ways to serve and drink
vermouth, as well as over 100 classic and modern recipes.
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Cinco Tintas
9788416407545
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$28.95 USD
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Cooking  /  Vegetarian

9.8 in H | 7.3 in W | 0.9 in T
| 1.8 lb Wt

Vegetariano flexible
Recetas versátiles y sabrosas para cocinar con o sin carne y pescado
Jo Pratt

Contributor Bio
Jo Pratt is an acclaimed writer, cook, food stylist and presenter. She is a best-selling author of seven
cookbooks, including In the Mood for Food, In the Mood for Healthy Food and most recently The Flexible
Vegetarian. Jo has previously been awarded a Gourmand writing award and has worked with Marcus Waring,
Jamie Oliver, Gary Rhodes and many more high-profile chefs and brands. She is Executive Chef of the award-
winning restaurant The Gorgeous Kitchen.

Summary
This book is designed for people who focus on vegetables as a main dish but that can be adapted quickly for
meat eaters. Vegetariano flexible is a collection of over 80 tasty and nutritionally balanced recipes for all
occasions, tastes, and guests.

PM Press
9781629637075
Pub Date: 10/1/19
$12.00 USD
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 100
Social Science  /  Women's
Studies
Series: Reach and Teach

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.1 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Las niñas pueden ser reyes
Libro para colorear
Jacinta Bunnell

Contributor Bio
Jacinta Bunnell is an artist, educator, and author of the coloring books Sometimes the Spoon Runs Away
with Another Spoon, Girls Are Not Chicks, Girls Will Be Boys Will Be Girls Will Be..., and The Big Gay Alphabet
Coloring Book. She has facilitated workshops in collectives, conferences, schools, colleges, bookstores, and
LGBTQ centers around the U.S. and Canada. Jacinta’s art work has been shown at the Horticultural Society of
New York, Allegheny College, KMOCA, Woodstock Artists Association, Columbia College Chicago, and
elsewhere.

Summary
¡Veintisiete páginas de diversión feminista! Este es un libro para colorear y para cualquier edad; ¡y nunca
somos demasiado grandes! Las niñas pueden ser reyes ofrece una manera alegre y subversiva de examinar
cómo los estereotipos de género se encuentran en todos los aspectos de nuestras vidas. Este libro ayuda a
deconstruir la homogeneidad de la expresión de género en los medios infantiles, presentando imágenes más
diversificadas que refuerzan los roles de género positivos para las niñas. Las niñas son pensadoras, creadoras,
luchadoras, curanderas y superheroínas.
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